
Thank you.
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That’s the first thing. Thank you 

for being a part of LA2050, for 

caring about Los Angeles,

and for taking the time

to read this. 

Speaking of “this”...

START
HERE

Language

Social Media

To tag LA2050 on Twitter, 

Instagram, Facebook or other 

social media sites, use topic 

hashtag #LA2050 and tag our 

username, @LA2050. 

LA2050 Website

When writing out the URL of 

LA2050’s website, please format 

it like the following example:

LA2050.org

Visuals

What is this?
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Describing LA2050

Online
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This brief guide will help you 

collaborate with LA2050.

The goal is to help LA2050 and 

our partners and grantees share 

messaging and branding, with 

the aim of creating a cohesive 

public image of our vision for 

Los Angeles.

Let’s get started.
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LA2050 is an initiative to create a shared vision for the 

future of Los Angeles, and to drive and track progress 

toward that vision. We achieve this through research 

and reporting, online and offline events, and 

grantmaking.

Spearheaded by the Goldhirsh Foundation, LA2050 

has looked at the health of the region through eight 

key indicators (Arts & Cultural Vitality, Education, 

Environmental Quality, Health, Housing, Income & 

Employment, Public Safety, and Social Connectedness) 

and made informed projections about where we’ll be 

in the year 2050 if we continue on this path. 

This data can be found in the LA2050 Report, 

available for download at LA2050.org

Find a list of experts, academics and supporters 

involved in LA2050 at LA2050.org/whos-involved
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LA2050 welcomes and encourages you to use LA2050 

logos and iconography in your materials. For access to 

our logos and graphics, please email us at 

connect@la2050.org
Together, shaping the 
future of Los Angeles.

Proper Use of Name

LA2050 is the proper title, wirh no space between “LA” 

and “2050”, and no periods after “L” or “A”. Do not extend 

the name to “Los Angeles 2050.”

Grantee Credit / Text Integration

For LA2050 Grantees, here’s an example of how to 

credit your collaboration with LA2050:

[Your Project Name] is an initiative of LA2050 and is 
supported by a grant from the Goldhirsh Foundation.
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